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MESON PRODUCTIONWITH VARIOUS PROBES�H. StröherInstitut für Kernphysik Forshungszentrum JülihD-52425 Jülih, Germany(Reeived September 11, 2000)Meson prodution is the most important �nal state in hadroni rea-tions. In order to exploit the full physis potential, di�erent produtionhannels for as many as possible mesons have to be investigated, analyzedand interpreted in a onsistent way. Besides eletromagneti reations withreal and virtual photons, hadroni interations, using pions and protons aswell as light or heavy nulei, are used for pseudosalar (�; �; �0), salar(a0; f0), and vetor-meson (�; !; �) prodution. A number of examples,fousing on the omplementarity of the di�erent probes, are given.PACS numbers: 13.60.Le 1. IntrodutionProbing sub-struture of the nuleon an proeed in a number of di�erentways: one of the most important ones is the investigation of its exited states(nuleon resonanes: N�; �; Y �). Exitation energy an be �implanted�into nuleons by many di�erent probes: photons, pions, protons et. Theexited nuleon in most ases de-exites by emission of single or multiplemesons�photon de-exitation is only a very tiny fration of the total deayprobability.Due to the short lifetime of nuleon resonanes (typially 10�23 s) andthe orresponding large widths (of the order of 100 MeV) the spetrosopyof exited states is quite ompliated. Thus it is neessary to exploit �ltersfor example to seletively study N�-resonanes only. In addition the inves-tigation of the same exited state by di�erent probes helps to establish itsharateristis.� Presented at the Meson 2000, Sixth International Workshop on Prodution, Proper-ties and Interation of Mesons, Craow, Poland, May 19�23, 2000.(2333)



2334 H. StröherIn order to perform suh detailed investigations, dediated N�-programshave started at di�erent labs worldwide (e.g. ELSA, GRAAL, Jlab) andothers have plans to go in this diretion (e.g. COSY, GSI, MAMI). Inthe following a few examples are given to demonstrate the neessity andimportane to pursue these omplementary studies.2. �-resonaneThe �(1232)P33-resonane was the �rst nuleon resonane to be disov-ered. Fermi and ollaborators found this state in the early 50's in�N -sattering [1℄. The interpretation as an exited nuleon resonane withspin 3/2 was put forward soon after its disovery by Bruekner [2℄. Beingan isospin 3/2-state, it omes in 4 harge-states: �++; �+; �0, and ��.In pion sattering and harge exhange, all 4 harges states are aessiblein priniple, but the �+ and �� require a reation with a neutron whih isonly available as a bound target nuleon:�+p ! �++ ! �+p ;�+n ! �+ ! �+n; �0p ;��p ! �0 ! ��p; �0n ;��n ! �� ! ��n :A muh easier way to study the single positively harged �-state is touse real or virtual photons on a proton target:p! �+ ! �+n; �0p :Thus, in order to study for example the magneti moments of the di�erent�'s, omplementary reations have to be used. While �(�++) is knownto be about 4:5�N from UCLA- and SIN-data on �+p bremsstrahlung (i.e.�+p! �++ ! �+p) [3℄, only reently alulations have been published todetermine �(�+) from radiative pion photoprodution (p! �+ ! �0p)[4℄. Corresponding experimental investigations are being made now by theTAPS-ollaboration [5℄.Many properties of the �-resonane have been investigated in pion-indued reations. More reently, photon-indued single pion prodution hasbeen used to determine the so alled EMR, REM, whih is the amplitude-ratio for �-exitation by E2- and M1-photons:REM = E2M1 = E3=21+M3=21+ :



Meson Prodution with Various Probes 2335The interest in this ratio is derived from the fat that the (small)E2-amplitude is a measure for the transition quadrupole moment, whihan be interpreted in terms of a deformation of the nuleon and/or �-reso-nane [6,7℄.The most reent results are:REM = �(2:5� 0:1(stat:)� 0:2(sys:))% [6℄ ;and REM = �(3:1� 0:3(stat: + sys:)� 0:2(model))% [7℄ :From suh results for REM, an oblate spetrosopi deformation for the �+with a stati quadrupole moment of Q(�+) = �(0:153� 0:013� 0:048) fm2has been dedued [7℄. (Note: although the two results for REM agree withinerrors, signi�ant disrepanies in the underlying experimental data exist,in partiular the ross setions for �+- and �0-prodution, whih need to belari�ed!)More reently, heliity dependent partial ross setions �1=2 and �3=2for �+-and �0-photoprodution have been measured in double polarizationexperiments (i.e. irularly polarized photons onto longitudinally polarizedprotons) from as lose to threshold as possible up to the maximum availableenergy [8℄. The aim of suh measurements are a test of the GDH-sum ruleand a determination of the spin-polarizability 0 � both of them reeive thebiggest ontribution from the �-resonane.In pion-indued reations, reent developments have onentrated on adetailed investigation of mass and width of �++ and �0, respetively, inorder to investigate isospin breaking in the �++��0-system. Besides ele-tromagneti ontributions, the mass di�erene between up and down quarksis supposed to be responsible for a di�erene �m = m(�++)�m(�0) and/or�� = � (�++) � � (�0). While �m is found to be small, �� is di�erentfrom zero (7�9 MeV, depending on the model used in the analysis) [9℄.3. S11(1535)-resonaneThe deay pattern of the S11(1535) is exeptional beause it exhibitsa very large fration into the �N -hannel: ��=� = 30�55 % [3℄. Thismeans that �-prodution tags the S11-resonane; unfortunately, the �-mesonis somewhat too massive, so that the low-mass part of the S11-resonane annot deay into the �N �nal state. Nevertheless �-prodution has been usedto investigate this resonane in di�erent reation hannels, for example:��p ! S011 ! �p ; [10℄p ! S+11 ! �p ; [11℄pp ! S+11p! �pp : [12℄



2336 H. StröherAtually it is still debated whether the S11(1535) is a genuine nuleon res-onane, sine no evident struture is found in partial wave analyses (�speedplots�) at the orresponding energy [13℄ and the suggestion has been madethat it may be generated as a quasibound K�-state [14℄.Experimentally it is found that �-prodution near threshold is domi-nated by s-wave. In photoprodution, both the energy dependene of thetotal ross setion and the isotropi angular distributions assert this as-sumption [11℄. The exitation funtion and di�erential ross setions for�-prodution in proton�proton ollisions an also be reprodued by s-waveprodution, if pp �nal-state interations are taken into aount [12℄. Morereently, other reation hannels have been identi�ed: (a) in photoprodu-tion experiments with linearly polarized photons (photon asymmetry) andpolarized targets (target asymmetry), ontributions from other nuleon res-onanes have been dedued (D13(1520) with a branhing ratio (BR) of about0.8% and F15(1580) with BR � 0:15%) (for a ombined analysis see [15℄)(b) in pp-reations the importane of �-exhange has been inferred fromnon-isotropi angular distributions [16℄.If �-prodution is studied on nuleons bound inside nulei, a number ofinteresting new aspets an be investigated:� neutron pn ! d ; np ; [17℄n ! �n ; [18℄using a deuteron target,� bound S11(1535) A! �A , [19℄,� non-S11 ontribution A ! �A , [20℄ in �oherent prodution�, if Ais an even�even nuleus like 4He.In fat, �-prodution on a neutron an also be tagged by using �+-beams:�+n! �p ;whih ould possibly be exploited at the new pion beam of GSI [21℄.�-prodution in pn-reations lose to threshold with deuterons in the �-nal state at CELSIUS has ruled out the previously inferred strong thresholdenhanement, but shows an inreased ross setion ompared to two-bodyphase spae, indiating the presene of strong FSI. Photoprodution ex-periments on light nulear targets (d; 4He) also show suh an enhanement[22℄ � its interpretation is not settled yet. On the other hand, inlusive�-photoprodution on heavy nulei did not show any signi�ant hange ofthe S11-resonane besides trivial nulear e�ets (Fermi-motion, binding en-ergy, FSI).



Meson Prodution with Various Probes 23374. Other resonanesOne of the mysterious nuleon exitations is the so alled �Roper-reso-nane� P11(1440), whih � although not diretly observed in experimentalspetra � is a well established 4-star resonane [3℄. Beause of its quantumnumbers idential to the nuleon ground state it is sometimes also referredto as the nuleon breathing mode [23℄.It has a branhing ratio of 5�10 % into N(��)I=0s�wave [3℄ whih makes itan ideal andidate to be observed in (�0�0)-prodution, for example:��p ! �0�0n ;p ! �0�0p :Aording to reent alulations the ontribution of the Roper-resonaneto double pion photoprodution is small � the main ontribution seems toome from sequential deay of the D13(1520)-resonane via the intermedi-ate � [24℄. (It should be mentioned that older alulations suggested thatP11 was the major ontribution [25℄. This alulation did, however, notreprodue the observed peak struture around 700 MeV.) Sine a sizeablefration of the inlusive ross setion for ��p ! X is assoiated with theP11(1440)-resonane [26℄, it would be very interesting to study pion-indued2�0-prodution. First results have already appeared [27℄.�0-photoprodution has reently been studied at the ELSA using theSAPHIR-detetor [28℄: a struture in the exitation funtion has been ob-served, whih has been assigned to the exitation of an intermediateN�-resonane S11(1897) [29℄; interestingly if suh a resonane is assumed,no other reation mehanism is neessary to explain the pp ! pp�0 rosssetion at threshold, if FSI is taken into aount.5. OutlookThe investigation of nuleon resonanes is an important but ompliatedissue of hadron physis, whih tries to understand the struture of baryonsand mesons and thus hopes to solve the �puzzle of unseen quarks� � asT.D. Lee one phrased it [30℄. Ambitious programs have started at di�erentlabs and it an be safely predited that signi�ant progress will be ahievedduring the next years. Mesons in the �nal state are the arriers of infor-mation so we ertainly will hear muh about this in future MESON200XConferenes in Craow!
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